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Abstract— For effective energy regeneration and vibration 
dampening, energy regenerative suspension systems have 
received more studies recently. This paper presents the 
dynamic modeling and a test system of a regenerative shock 
absorber system which converts vibration motion into 
rotary motion through the adjustment of hydraulic flow. 
Hydraulic circuit configuration achieves the one way flow 
and energy regeneration during both compression and 
extension strokes. The dynamic modeling is performed for 
the evaluation of design concept and the feasibility studies of 
regenerative shock absorber system theoretically. Based on 
simulated results, the efficiency of hydraulic transmission is 
optimized and validated in test system. The results show 
that the performance of hydraulic fluid, the features of 
rotary motion and the capability of energy regeneration are 
verified and compared between dynamic modeling and 
experiments. Meanwhile, the average power of 118.2W and 
201.7W with the total energy conversion of 26.86% and 
18.49% can be obtained based on experiments under 
sinusoidal inputs with 0.07854m/s and 0.1256m/s 
respectively.  

Keywords-hydraulic fluid; energy regeneration; modeling; 
shock absorber;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Vehicles play an important role around the world. 

Meanwhile, the vehicles’ energy harvesting and the 
improvement of energy efficiency have been more 
concerned for the last two decades. In 2012, the road 
transports accounted for 74% (39,468 Ktoe, thousand tons 
of oil equivalents) of total transport energy consumption 
in the UK [1]. For commercial vehicles, only 10 to 16% of 
fuel energy has been used to propel the driving [2]. Most 
of energy is wasted by the resistances from road 
conditions, frictions and thermal exhaust. However, the 
kinetic energy loss by shock absorbers is one of the main 
energy dissipation in vehicles. Conventional hydraulic 
shock absorber converted the vibration energy into the 
dissipation of heat to ensure the ride comfort and road 
holding.  

Many manufactures and researchers are focused on the 
regenerative suspension system to convert more 
recoverable energy and decrease energy consumption 
while assuring the high performance of stabilities and road 
reliabilities. Since the later 1970s, researchers have 
analysed the feasibility of regenerative shock absorber 
theoretically. Karnopp [3] showed that the mechanism and 
process for the reduction of vehicle energy consumption 
can be achieved with energy regeneration in conventional 

passive shock absorber, especially for electric and hybrid 
vehicles. The energy consumption in a 4 DOF model has 
been calculated which approximately 200W by 4 wheels 
on an irregular road by adjusting the relevant velocity 
between shock body and wheels [4-5]. In the study of Hsu 
[6], a General Motors ‘impact’ model has been performed 
to estimate the average of recoverable energy for each 
wheel which equal to 5% (100W) of entire vehicle power 
in motorway driving with the speed of 35.8mph. Zuo [7] 
investigated the potential energy regeneration by 
modelling of the road roughness and vehicle dynamics, 
and 100-400W from shock absorber at the driving speed 
of 96km/h can be recovered.  

Hydraulic/pneumatic accumulator is utilized as energy 
storage, or restrains the oscillation of the wheel. Jolly [8] 
employed the linear motion control in driver seat damper 
which had a hydraulic device for energy regeneration. The 
study of Jolly indicated that proper control algorithms can 
improve the efficiency of energy regeneration. Aoyoma [9] 
found that the reduction of energy consumption is able to 
self-power the action of control by the storage of exhaust 
gas.  

The oscillation in shock absorbers can also be 
converted into electricity which can power other devices 
or recharge battery by rotary/linear electromagnetic motor. 
Nakano [10-11] applied two linear DC motors to improve 
ride comfort by a self-powered active control. In Nakano’s 
studies, one motor worked as generator to power the other 
as an actuator in order to adjust the performance of 
vibration. Suda [12] has proposed an electromagnetic 
damper which is composed of DC motor, planetary gear 
and a ball screw mechanism. DC motor can rotate in both 
directions to supply power and recover energy. Bose’s 
active suspension, Michelin active-wheel and University 
of Texas’ active suspension system (ECASS) are designed 
to improve the performances of suspension system and the 
capability of energy regeneration by active control 
strategies [13-15].  

Hydraulic transmission can also convert linear motion 
into rotary motion to produce electricity by 
generator/electric motor. Levant Power Corporation [16] 
has built and tested two generation of ‘GenShock’ 
prototypes for energy regeneration and adaptive damping 
control. Z. Fang [17] applied a hydraulic electromagnetic 
shock absorber (HESA) prototype to study the damping 
and energy regeneration features.  



However, it has found that most these studies are 
based on experimental works, which is not sufficient for 
more accurate design to achieve optimized system for 
both energy regeneration and ride comfort. Therefore, 
these forces on developing a model based on energy 
regenerative shock absorber system which converts linear 
motion into rotary motion by modelling and testing. The 
dynamic analysis of hydraulic performances and the 
capability of energy regeneration are optimized and 
validated.  

II. DESIGN CONCEPT 
As shown in Fig.1, a prototype regenerative energy 

shock absorber can be designed to consist of a hydraulic 
cylinder, four check valves, a hydraulic accumulator, a 
hydraulic motor, a generator, pipelines and an oil tank. In 
addition, the hydraulic motor is coupled with a DC 
permanent magnetic generator for converting the 
hydraulic flow energy into electricity. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The schematic of regenerative shock absorber 

The cylinder is added two ports by a double acting 
hydraulic cylinder. As the piston of the hydraulic cylinder 
moves reciprocally due to excitations of oscillating road 
profiles, the fluid in the cylinder will be forced to flow 
into the fluid chamber of the connecting hoses in front of 
the motor. Driven by the pressurized flow, the hydraulic 
motor will produce rotary motion which will drive the DC 
generator to produce electricity.  

In order to realize the continue flow for driving the 
hydraulic motor continuously, the flow direction is 
controlled by the four check valves and the pressure 
oscillation is adjusted by the hydraulic accumulator.  

To study the performance of energy regenerative 
shock absorber system, the road excitation is created by an 
actuator which can be controlled to produce different 

types of excitations for studying the performance and 
dynamics of different components.  

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ANALYSIS 
To obtain accurate understandings of the dynamic 

behaviour of the system and determine parameters of each 
component, a dynamic model needs to be developed for 
analysing the effects of different components on the 
performance of energy regeneration. In addition, the 
dynamic modelling will be critical for controlling 
damping forces to achieve the ride comfort. 

A. Piston Motion 
For the easy understanding of the system, the input 

which is generated by the actuator is assumed to vary in a 
sinusoidal way according to the form of 

 𝜈 = 2𝜋𝑓 𝑆 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓𝑡) (1) 

where f is the frequency  and S is the amplitude. Based on 
(1), the rate of changing position of the piston Sȧat any 
time can be calculated by  

 𝑆�̇� = 𝜈 (2) 

The volumes of the cap end Vcap and rod end chamber 
Vrod  can be calculated by (3) and (4) respectively: 

 𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑝 = 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝑆0 − 𝑆𝑎) = 𝜋∙𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒
2

4
(𝑆0 − 𝑆𝑎) (3) 

 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑑 = 𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑑(𝑆0 − 𝑆𝑎) = 𝜋∙(𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑒
2 −𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑑

2 )
4

(𝑆0 − 𝑆𝑎) (4) 

where, S0 is the starting position of the piston referring to 
its lowest position.  

Due to the motion of the piston the hydraulic oil will 
be forced to flow out from the cylinder chambers. For the 
flow going out through the check valves from the two 
cylinder chambers  Qcout  and  Qrout  can be calculated 
based on the Bernoulli’s principle according to 

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐶𝑑 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑣 ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛�𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 − 𝑃𝑚��

2
𝜌
∙ �𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 − 𝑃𝑚�  

                                                               𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 > 𝑃𝑚
  

𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐶𝑑 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑣 ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 − 𝑃𝑚)�2
𝜌
∙ |𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 − 𝑃𝑚| 

                                                                𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 > 𝑃𝑚  

 (5) 

In the same way the oil flow entering into the two 
chambers  Qcin and  Qrin can be calculated by  

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧𝑄𝑐𝑖𝑛 = 𝐶𝑑 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑣 ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛�𝑃𝑚 − 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝� ∙ �

2
𝜌
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                                                             𝑓𝑜𝑟    𝑃𝑚 > 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝
  

𝑄𝑟𝑖𝑛 = 𝐶𝑑 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑣 ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑃𝑚 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑) ∙ �2
𝜌
∙ |𝑃𝑚 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑| ,

                                                              𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑃𝑚 > 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 

 (6) 
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Where   Cd  is the discharge coefficient;  Acv is the area of 
check valve port;   Pcap , Prod  and   Pm  represent the 
pressures in the cap end chamber, the rod end chamber 
and the motor inlet chamber respectively; and ρ  is the 
density of the oil. 

The check valve is ready to open if the pressure out 
from hydraulic cylinder is higher than that in the other 
end, plus the cranking pressure is provided by the spring 
force. Hydraulic oil flows through the orifice and propel 
the laminar resistance if it is open. If check valve is 
closed, the leakage of flow is considered to pass the 
laminar resistance. The discharge coefficient which 
depends on geometry and distribution of orifice is used to 
calculate turbulent flow through orifices of check valve. 
The reduction of orifice area by cranking pressure and 
leakage area are neglected in modelling instead by a 
constant value.  

With the flows and piston motions, the pressures in the 
two cylinder chambers can be calculated by  

 𝑃𝑐�̇� =

⎩
⎨

⎧
 

 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝̇ = 𝛽
𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑝

�𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑝 ∙ 𝜈 − 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑄𝑐𝑖𝑛�  

 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑̇ = 𝛽
𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑑

(𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑑 ∙ (−𝜈) − 𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑖𝑛) 
   

 (7) 

where the bulk modulus of hydraulic oil is  β and can be 
obtained by Hoffmann’s model[18]: 

 𝛽 = 𝛽𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥[1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.4 − 2 × 10−7𝑃)] (8) 

to reflect the dependency of hydraulic fluids 
compressibility on pressure amplitude, volume and 
entrained air. βPmax  is reference bulk modulus. The 
entrained air induces inevitable air bubbles during the 
operation in test system which is effect on the efficiency 
of hydraulic flow.  

B. Hydraulic Accumulator and Motor 
It can be found from above equations that the flow rate 

and pressure will highly oscillate because of the time-
varying motion of the piston. To smooth the flow, a gas-
charged accumulator with fast dynamic responses is 
usually connected into the hydraulic system. 

Generally, there are two chambers in a gas-charged 
accumulator, gas chamber and fluid chamber. Initially, gas 
chamber is charged in pre-charge pressure Ppc  so that 
obtain the initial volume Vpc.as well. Normally, pressure 
in gas chamber is equal to that in fluid chamber. The 
effect of gas-charged accumulator is reflected by the 
changing volume in fluid chamber  Vaf . Therefore, the 
equations can be written as:  

 𝑉𝑝𝑐 = 𝑘𝑠 ⋅ 𝑃𝑝𝑐 (9) 

 𝑉𝑎𝑓 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑉𝑝𝑐 �

𝑃𝑝𝑐
𝑃𝑚
�
1
𝑘 + 𝑉𝑐 �1 − 𝑃𝑝𝑐

𝑃𝑐𝑦
�
1
𝑘
 

                             𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑃𝑐𝑦 > 𝑃𝑝𝑐  
 

𝑘𝑠 ⋅ 𝑃𝑐𝑦 ,               𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑐𝑦 ≤ 𝑃𝑝𝑐    

 (10) 

where, ks  and Vc  are the structural compliance of the 
accumulator inlet port structure and the accumulator 
capacity.  

As the hydraulic accumulator is mounted before inlet 
of hydraulic motor, the total volume Vt before motor is the 
hydraulic accumulator fluid chamber Vaf and the volume 
including that of pipeline and the hydraulic motor 
chamber  Vlm . In addition, the pressure loss in moving 
fluid at different velocity across though the pipeline  is 
needed to be considered based on Darcy-Weisbach 
equation [19]. Therefore, the pressure Pin and flow Qin at 
the inlet of the hydraulic motor inlet are shown as follows 
(11)-(13): 

 𝑃�̇� = 𝛽
𝑉𝑡
∙ (𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑄𝑚) (11) 

 𝑉𝑡 =  𝑉𝑙𝑚 + 𝑉𝑎𝑓 (12) 

 𝑄𝑚 = 𝐷𝑚⋅𝜔𝑚

2∙𝜋
∙ 𝜂𝑣 (13) 

 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 32𝜇𝐿𝜌
𝐷𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒
2

(𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡+𝑄𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡)
𝐴𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

 (14) 

where Dm is the displacement of hydraulic motor, ωm is 
the shaft speed of hydraulic motor and generator, ηv  is 
the volumetric efficiency of hydraulic motor, Dpipeis the 
diameter of pipeline, µ is the dynamic viscosity of shock 
oil, L is the length of pipeline. 
With the action of the pressure in (11), the hydraulic 
motor will generate a driving torque  Tm, which tends to 
produce shaft rotation and can be estimated by: 

 𝑇𝑚 = 𝐷𝑚(𝑃𝑚−𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠−𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡)
2∙𝜋

 (15) 

where Pout is the pressure of hydraulic motor outlet or the 
tank pressure.  

C. Torque and Power 
The hydraulic motor is coupled to the DC generator by 

a shaft coupling. Assuming that the rotational friction 
torque  Trf  for the the DC generator and the motor is   Trf, 
the moment of shaft inertia is   Jm  and load for generating 
electricity is   Tl need, the rotational motion of the two 
motor will be  

 𝐽𝑡�̇�𝑚 = 𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑟𝑓 − 𝑇𝑙 (16) 

The calculations of moment of inertia for modelling 
and test are shown in (17). In test system, the mass of 
rotational components includes shaft, armature of 
generator and orbiting gear. Therefore, the total moment 
of inertia in modelling is given by: 

 𝐽𝑡 = 1
2
∙ 𝑚ℎ ∙ 𝑟ℎ2 + 1

2
∙ 𝑚𝑔 ∙ 𝑟𝑔2 + 1

2
∙ 𝑚𝑎 ∙ 𝑟𝑎2 (17) 

where, mh  and mg  are the mass of rotational shafts in 
hydraulic motor and DC generator. rh  and  rg  are radius 
of shafts. ma is the mass of generator armature, ra is the 
distance of axis rotation of armature.  



The rotational friction torque [20] can be expressed by: 

𝑇𝑟𝑓 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝜔𝑡ℎ∙𝐶𝑡𝑣+�(𝑇𝑏𝑘−𝑇𝑐)∙𝑒−𝜔𝑡ℎ∙𝐶𝑣+𝑇𝑐�∙𝜔𝑚

𝜔𝑡ℎ
,

𝑓𝑜𝑟   |𝜔𝑚| < 𝜔𝑡ℎ

𝜔𝑚𝐶𝑡𝑣 + �(𝑇𝑏𝑘 − 𝑇𝑐) ∙ 𝑒−𝜔𝑚∙𝐶𝑣 + 𝑇𝑐� ∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝜔𝑚)),
𝑓𝑜𝑟    |𝜔𝑚| ≥ 𝜔𝑡ℎ

 (18) 

where,  Tbk  and Tc  are breakaway friction torque and 
coulomb friction torque. Ctv  and 𝐶𝑣  are viscous friction 
coefficient and the coefficient of the transition between 
the static and the coulomb frictions. ωth is the velocity of 
threshold. In modelling analysis, external load Tl is instead 
by a constant normally. 

Rather than a constant load, the torque due to 
generator is modelled as   

 𝑇𝑙 = 𝑐 ∙ 𝜔𝑚 + 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛 (19) 

to include the effects of the high speed fluctuation and the 
basic operation process of the DC generator under 
constant resistive load. The load coefficient c can be 
adjusted based on the electrical power output and motor 
average speed.  

The effective mechanical power input 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  can be 
calculated by: 

 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑝 ∙ 𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑝 ∙ 𝜈 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 ∙ 𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑑 ∙ 𝜈 (20) 

During the experiment, the potential electrical power 
is obtained by measuring the voltage and current at the 
two terminals of a load resistor, which can be calculated 
by: 

 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 𝑈 ∙ 𝐼 (21) 

The power output by generator is always less than the 
mechanical power input from motor because of different 
losses such as the mechanical and electrical losses. 

TABLE I.  ADDTIONAL PARAMETERS IN MODELLING OF 
REGENERATIVE SHOCK ABSORBER SYSTEM 

Symbo
l 

Parameters Symbo
l 

Parameters 
Value Unit Value Unit 

Vcap 2 ∙ 10−4 m3 Vlm 0.16 ∙ 10−3 m3 
Vrod 1.3 ∙ 10−4 m3 ηv 63.5% 

73.5% 
@0.07854m/s 
@0.01256m/s 

Acap 2 ∙ 10−3 m2 Jt 0.003 kg/m3 
Arod 1.3 ∙ 10−3 m2 Tbk 1 Nm 

S0 100 mm Tc 0.01 Nm 
Cd 0.6  Ctv 0.005 Nm/(rad/s) 
Acv 3 ∙ 10−5 m2 Cv 1 rad/s 
βPmax 1.8 ∙ 109 Pa ωth 2 rad/s 

ks 5.2 ∙ 10−13  c 0.0525 Nm/(rad/s) 
k 1.4  Tcon 0.2 Nm 
L 0.75 m µ 22 cSt 
The components data has used in both test system and 

dynamic model. The key parameters for the dynamic 
analysis are shown in Table I. In addition, not only 
hydraulic motor efficiency, but also total torque and bulk 
modulus are varied with pressures which can be found in 
(8) and (11).  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

A. Test System 
According to the design concept in Fig.1 and 

preliminary calculation based on the models in section III, 
a test system was developed to evaluate the performance 
of energy regeneration based on the dimension of a typical 
shock absorber commonly used a commercial car. Fig. 2 
illustrates the test system of the shock absorber. The 
specification of key components including a double acting 
cylinder, a diaphragm accumulator, four check valves, an 
orbiting gear hydraulic motor and a permanent magnetic 
DC generator is provided in Table II.  

To simulate road excitations, a 4-poster ride simulator 
was used to test the system under given motions. As 
shown in Fig.2, one end of the double acting cylinder is 
fixed to one of the 4 actuators available in the simulator 
and the other end is fixed on a heavy frame so that the 
piston inside the double acting cylinder can be driven by 
the actuator to follow the corresponding oscillation 
motions which are realised by controlling the hydraulic 
systems of the simulator. 

Computer AnalysisPowerDAQ

1. LVDT
2.Speed transducer
3,4,5,6,7 Pressure 

transducer
8. Voltage transducer
9. Current transducer

Figure 2. The main components of regenerative shock absorber system 

To examine the pressure variations and estimate the 
flows in the system, five pressure transducers are installed, 
as shown in Fig. 2, to measure the pressure in the cap end 
chamber, the rod end chamber, line pressures before and 
after the motor respectively. An LVDT transducer is used 
to measure the piston displacement. A shaft encoder is 
used to measure the motor speed. In addition a voltage 
sensor and a current sensor are used to measure the 
electrical output consumed by a power resistor of 10Ω. All 
of these sensor outputs are fed to a multiple channel data 
acquisition system which collects the data at 10 kHz and 
12bit resolution for a comparison with the model results.  

Both modelling and experimental analysis are under 
the condition of sinusoidal inputs with different 
amplitudes and frequencies, which allow the analysis to be 
carried out with high accuracy and gain a general 
understanding the dynamic behaviour of the system. 
Specifically, two typical inputs: 0.07854m/s at 0.5Hz, 
(25mm stroke) and 0.1256m/s at 1Hz (20mm stroke) are 
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examined in this study for validating the model at low and 
high inputs respectively.  

TABLE II.  MAIN PARAMETERS OF REGENERATIVE SHOCK 
ABSORBER SYSTEM 

Components 
Specification 

Components in test system 

Cylinder Smax. =200mm Dbore =50mm Drod =30mm 

Accumulator 𝑃𝑝𝑐=20bar 𝑉𝑝𝑐=0.16L 1/2’ 

Motor Dm=8.2cc Nominal 
speed=2450rpm Dh =16mm 

Generator 
DC output, 

includes built in 
rectifier 

2.33 phase 
magnetic field Dg =17mm 

Check valve 3/8' BSPP Max 
pressure=350bar 

𝑃𝑐𝑟=±0.4/0.7 
(cranking 
pressure) 

Hose Dpipe=3/8' Max 
pressure=800bar  

4-poster 
actuator 

Max. 
velocity=1.9m/s 

Static load. 
=550kg 

Preload. 
=60kg 

B. Validating Results and Discussion 
In test system, a few amount of air contains in cylinder 

chambers and hydraulic circuit. In form of air bubbles in 
test system leads to the reduction of oil reliability and 
effective bulk modulus. And, air bubble is possible to 
produce unexpected noise and shock, and reduce the 
service life of cylinder. According to (6)-(8), the air 
exhaust valve is employed to minimize the air cavity and 
air bubble in hydraulic system. Oil tank is also used to 
compensate oil timely in return flow. In addition, based on 
(11) and (14), low dynamic viscosity of shock oil is 
employed and the length of hose is reduced to prevent 
pressure loss when oil flows through it. 

 
Figure 3. Measured and simulated pressures at 0.5Hz 25mm 

In Fig. 3 and Fig 4, the pressures of cap end chamber, 
rod end chamber and hydraulic motor inlet are simulated 
and measured. Equation (9) and (10) indicate that the 
volume variation of hydraulic accumulator regularizes the 
hydraulic flow to improve the efficiency of hydraulic 
motor in low-speed or high-pressure. Moreover, a few of 
pressure is consumed to propel the cranking pressure by 
compressing the spring in check valve. In test system, the 
length of check valve spring is cut 1/3 to decrease pressure 
loss and increase dynamic response of oil flow. The 

orifices in check valve are also enlarged to reduce the 
effect of flow discharge due to (5) and (6).  

 

Figure 4. Measured and simulated pressures at 1Hz 20mm 

 
Figure 5. Measured and simulated shaft speeds 

 
Figure 6. Measured voltages and currents 

In Fig. 5, the average shaft speeds for modelling and 
test at 0.1256m/s are 548.1rpm and 510.9rpm 
approximately, which are 393.4 rpm and 364.8 rpm at 
0.07854m/s. The shaft speed depends on total torque and 
the moment of inertia. A heavy generator is utilized in 
testing. The large moment of inertia can act as rotational 
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kinetic energy storage to improve the stability of rotary 
motion. The stable shaft speed assists the energy 
regeneration by DC generator. 

In Fig. 6, the voltage and current are measured by 
voltage and current transducers in test system. The 
average voltage and current are 22.8V, 32.7V and 5.05A, 
6.03A at 0.5Hz and 1Hz. The voltage output depends 
upon generator armature speed, field current  I. The higher 
armature speed and field current, the stronger 
electromotive force is induced to produce the effective 
electricity.  

 
Figure 7, The capability of energy regeneration 

In Fig. 7, the capability of energy regeneration is 
shown for 0.07854m/s and 0.1256m/s which the average 
power outputs are 118.2W and 201.7W. The average 
mechanical power inputs are 440W and 1091W, so the 
system energy conversion efficiency is 26.86% and 
18.49%.  

V. CONCLUSION 
A regenerative shock absorber system is set up and 

tested, which utilizes hydraulic and mechanical 
transmissions so that it can convert the linear motion into 
rotary motion to generate electricity by excitation input. A 
dynamic modelling of regenerative energy shock absorber 
system has been analysed to guide the test system 
theoretically. The dynamic modelling and test system of 
energy regenerative shock absorber are evaluated and 
optimized with sinusoidal input. Hydraulic circuit used 
check valve to derive one-way flow. The results indicate 
that hydraulic circuit configuration regularizes the 
hydraulic flow to improve the efficiency of hydraulic 
motor in low-speed or high-pressure. In parallel, DC 
generator is provided much more stable shaft speed for 
high efficiency of energy regeneration. Meanwhile, the 
capability of energy regeneration in experiments at 
0.07854m/s and 0.1256m/s obtains the average power 
118.2W and 201.7W, while the total energy conversion 
are 26.86% and 18.49%. 
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